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Abstract:  Workflow scheduling is one of the most challenging issues in cloud computing. Workflow is widely 

used paradigm in collaborative research and managing complex large scale distributed application. Various 

distributed environment such as cluster, grid and cloud use workflow to process complex and discrete tasks. 

Each task may include entering data, processing, accessing software, or storage functions. The task-resource 

mapping, QoS requirement, on-demand resource provisioning, performance fluctuation and failure management 

in workflow scheduling is considered to be an NP-hard problem. An efficient scheduling algorithms are 

required to select the best suitable resources for workflow execution. In this paper, a comprehensive survey of 

workflow scheduling strategies that have been proposed for cloud computing platforms to help researchers 

systematically and objectively gather and aggregate research evidences.  
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I. Introduction 
 Scientific workflow scheduling of an application on cloud computing, is a complex optimization 

problem which may require consideration of different scheduling criteria. Usually, the most important criteria 

are the expected execution time and the cost of running an application on a machine. In addition, scientific 

workflow applications have many computations and tasks that generate many intermediate datasets with large 

size. There exist dependencies among the intermediate datasets. So, the scheduler should also take care of 

precedence constraints between the set of tasks. In its most general form, the problem of tasks scheduling of a 

graph onto a set of different resources is an NP-Complete problem [1]. As a result, over several years, a number 

of heuristic algorithms suitable for workflow scheduling on heterogeneous resources have been suggested [2] 

that attempt to strike a good balance between running time, complexity and schedule quality [3], but still a lot of 

work needs to be done for making scheduling in clouds more effective. 

The aim of this paper is to provide a comprehensive survey on workflow scheduling techniques in 

different existing distributed environments. The first section gives an introduction to workflows and workflow 

scheduling. Then, a survey based on various scheduling objectives are discussed and a comparative study of 

various algorithms are also done. 

 

1.1. Workflow Modelling 

A wide range of scientific applications in distributed systems [4] can be modelled by a workflow which 

is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (T,E) where T is a set of nodes or tasks (t1,t2,t3………tn} and E is the 

set of directed edges {eij | (ti,tj) ∈ E} representing the dependencies between the tasks. Each task is a workflow 

task with an associated computation workload wli . Each edge eij represents ti as the parent task of tj and tj is 

said to be the child task of ti. Only after the complete execution of the parent task, a child task can be executed. 

If there is data transmission from ti to tj, the tj can start only after all the data from ti has been received. A task 

which does not have parent task is called an entry task whereas a task which does not have child task is called an 

exit task. Generally, there are two types of workflow which are simple and scientific workflows. Figure 1 

indicates a simple workflow’s DAG. It shows a 7-node DAG, where node T1 is the first task to be executed and 

it is the entry task node ,nodes T3, T4 and T5 can only start their execution after task T1 finishes and sends the 

data, and node T6 can only start their execution after task T3 finishes and sends the data. The node T2 can be 

executed only after nodes T4 and T5 completes execution. The last task that is the last task, node T7 can only 

start its execution after all its parent tasks finish and send their data. Nodes in the DAG are labeled with their 

computation cost (number of instructions, while edges are labeled with their communication cost (bytes to 

transmit). 
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Figure 1 DAG Workflow graph 

 

Also, there are numerous scientific Workflows as shown in the figure 2. There are five real workflow 

applications that are used in the scientific domains, namely, Epigenomics [5], LIGO Inspiral Analysis Workflow 

[6], Montage [7], CyberShake [8], and SIPHT [9]. The Epigenomics workflow created by the USC Epigenome 

Center and the Pegasus framework is used to automate the different operations in genome sequence processing. 

LIGO’s Inspiral Analysis workflow is used to create and analyse gravitational waveforms from data gathered 

during the coalescing of compact binary systems. The Montage application created by NASA/IPAC closes 

together multiple input images to form custom mosaics of the sky. The CyberShake workflow is used by the 

Southern California Earthquake Centre to distinguish earthquake threatening a region. The SIPHT workflow, 

from the bioinformatics project at Harvard, is used to automate the search for small untranslated RNAs (sRNAs) 

for bacterial replicons in the NCBI database 

In workflow scheduling, clients submit their tasks to a scheduling server, which works as an 

intermediate between the cloud users and cloud provider, through a client terminal which is also in charge of 

initializing the tasks and generating task information table including task number, storage space required, task 

type, etc. Then, the scheduler takes tasks from users and allocates them to appropriate resources for task 

execution according to a scheduling algorithm. When tasks execution are finished, the computational nodes 

return the results to the scheduling server, and the data including computing result and operation information 

will be sent back to the cloud client. 

 
 

II. Classification of the Workflow Scheduling 
The main objective of workflow scheduling is to achieve the expected goal by dispatching tasks to 

appropriate resource for execution. Currently, the common objectives for workflow scheduling schemes include 

makespan, cost, deadline , energy, QoS, load balancing ,security and fault-tolerance. 
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2.1. Makespan Based Workflow Scheduling 

A schedule for a workflow represents the assignment of tasks to resources. It is defined as a S =< R, 

M,makespan >, where R = {r1, r2, . . . , r|R|} is a set of used resources, and M consists of all task-resource 

mappings. The makespan is the overall schedule of the workflow. GA-PSO algorithm [4] reduces the makespan 

through a fair utilization of the slow VMs instead of overloading the fast VMs and slowing down the overall 

execution of the tasks. The design of the GA-PSO [10] algorithm uses the standard deviation to select the best 

solution that keeps the variance of the distributed load, over the VMs, as low as possible taking into account the 

size of the tasks and the speed of each VM during the distribution of the tasks. The GA-PSO algorithm yields an 

optimal solution of the workflow task scheduling in terms of makespan compared with GA[11], PSO[12], 

HSGA[13], and WSGA[14] algorithms by 16%, 4%, 11%, and 5%, respectively. This algorithm can be 

improved through handling dynamic workflow in a heterogeneous environment. Authors in [15], have proposed 

the Intelligent Water Drops (IWD) algorithm which is a new meta-heuristics, is customized for solving job-shop 

scheduling problems in cloud computing environment. To increase the diversity of the solution space as well as 

the solution quality, five schemes are proposed. In addition, to improve the original IWD algorithm, an 

improved algorithm named the Enhanced IWD is proposed. The optimization objective is the makespan of the 

schedule. Authors demonstrated that the EIWD algorithm can find better solutions for the standard benchmark 

instances than the existing makespan based techniques. Cloud computing raises new challenges to efficiently 

allocate resources for the workflow application and also to meet the user’s quality of service requirements. To 

deal with these challenges, Lu et al. [16] propose an adaptive penalty function for the strict constraints compared 

with other genetic algorithms. They used co evolutionary approach to adjust the cross-over and mutation 

probability. This helps in accelerating the convergence and prevents prematurity. This algorithm is compared 

with Random, HEFT, PSO and Genetic algorithms [30] in a WorkflowSim simulator on four representative 

scientific workflows. Experiment results show that the proposed algorithm produced results better than PSO, 

GA, HEFT and Random Scheduling algorithms in the criterion of both the deadline-constraint and the total 

execution cost. 

 

2.2. Cost Based Workflow Scheduling 

In Cloud based workflow scheduling the aim is to finish a workflow as fast as possible at given budget. 

The proposed CEAS [11] algorithm consists of five sub-algorithms. The five sub algorithms used are VM 

selection algorithm, two tasks merging methods, reuse the idle VM instances, and the task slacking algorithm. 

The sequence tasks merging, parallel tasks merging and VM reuse algorithms can reduce the cost of workflow 

efficiently. The five sub algorithms can considerable save energy also. Experiment results shows that CEAS 

algorithm outperforms existing well-known approaches in both cost and energy consumption. A Hybrid Cloud 

Optimized Cost (HCOC) scheduling algorithm Bittencourt et al. [12] was proposed to schedule workflow in 

hybrid environment. This algorithm combines a private cloud with pubic cloud to reduce cost and increase the 

speed of execution of workflows. The workflows are scheduled based on HEFT [13] algorithm that schedules 

workflows in hybrid clouds by first attempting costless local scheduling. To execute a workflow within a given 

execution time, the local scheduling algorithm leases resources from the public cloud to provide sufficient 

processing power. But this algorithm does not deal with multiple workflows and estimate the available 

bandwidth between two public clouds. Such estimative is essential for the scheduling algorithm to decide when 

dependent tasks could be put in different public clouds. 

A trust service-oriented workflow scheduling algorithm [14] proposed by Tan combines direct trust and 

recommendation trust. The weight of cost is incrementally adjusted until the execution time of all tasks satisfies 

the deadline. It is possible to find an optimum solution with the deadline constraint by adjusting the weights of 

time and cost effectively and feasibly. In addition, they provide balance policies to enable users to balance 

different requirements, including time, cost, and trust. A case study was conducted to illustrate the value of the 

proposed technique. A cost optimization algorithm [15] for scheduling scientific workflows on IaaS 

(Infrastructure as a Service) clouds such as Amazon EC2. Applications are scientific workflows modelled as 

DAGs as in the Pegasus Workflow Management System. They assume that tasks in the workflows are grouped 

into levels of identical tasks based on mathematical programming languages (AMPL and CMPL). A mixed 

integer nonlinear programming problem to solve the scheduling of large scale scientific applications on hybrid 

clouds, where the optimization objective is the total cost, with a deadline constraint 

 

2.3. Deadline Constrained Workflow Scheduling 

The proposed CCA [16] algorithm will not violate the deadline while reducing the cost. This method 

uses flexible scoring approach and consider different criteria like leasing cost, makespan and resource utilization 

to combine the available cluster in the workflow. The scoring function is adjusted to meet the deadline. Another 

deadline-constrained workflow scheduling algorithm uses minimum critical path (MCP). It only chooses 

cheaper resources for non-critical tasks, under the condition that execution of critical tasks is not influenced. 
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Hence, the cost is reduced without increasing the makespan. If the makespan is smaller than deadline, there is 

potential to further reduce cost by delaying makespan to the deadline. A general deadline distribution heuristic 

consists of three phases: task partition, deadline assignment, and resource selection. DTL [17], DBL [18], and 

DET [19] are three heuristics implementing the deadline distribution strategy. DTL and DBL partition the tasks 

into different levels in accordance of their parallel or synchronization properties. The difference between DTL 

and DBL is partition direction. DTL partitions tasks in top-bottom direction while DBL in the opposite 

direction. All tasks in the same level have the same subdeadline. At the deadline assignment phase, DTL divides 

the overall deadline over task partitions in proportion to their minimum execution time (MET). While DBL 

divides the deadline by amortizing float time uniformly to all levels. For the start time of a task, DBL does not 

require tasks of the same level to start at the same time as DTL. DBL relaxes this limit by starting from the 

finish time of critical parent. As opposed to leveling-based deadline distribution strategy, the DET algorithm 

partitions all tasks into different paths of an Early Tree. The whole deadline is divided into time windows for 

critical tasks, which can be applied to all feasible deadlines. An iterative algorithm is proposed to determine the 

time windows for non-critical tasks while keeping the precedence constraints among tasks. At resource selection 

phase, DBL selects the cheapest resource while guaranteeing that the task execution can complete within its sub-

deadline. DTL adopts Markov Decision Process (MDP) and DET adopts dynamic programming method to 

search local optimal resources for tasks. Abrishami et al. [20] presented a Partial Critical Path (PCP) based task 

partition method evolved from their previously PCP algorithm [21] for grid environment. They proposed two 

algorithms of IC-PCP and IC-PCPD2 for scheduling scientificworkflow in cloud. IC-PCP distributes deadline to 

partitions, while IC-PCPD2 further assigns sub-deadline to each task in proportion to their METs. And resources 

are selected for partitions and tasks, respectively. 

 

2.4. Load-Aware Workflow Scheduling 

Authors in [22] examined the reasons that cause Runtime Imbalance and Dependency Imbalance in 

task clustering. Then, horizontal and vertical (clustering) balancing methods are proposed to address the load 

balance problem when performing task clustering for five widely used scientific workflows. Task clustering is a 

runtime process, combining multiple short execution time tasks into a single job, using this process the 

scheduling overhead are minimized and the improvement in runtime performance. Finally, we analyze the 

relationship between these metric values and the performance of proposed task balancing methods. Simulation 

results show that task clustering methods give a considerable progress over baseline execution in terms of load 

balancing among the set of tasks. 

In this paper [23], authors propose a load-balanced scheduling technique for workflow applications in a 

cloud environment. The proposed algorithm works in two phases. They calculated priorities of all the tasks in 

the first phase. Then, they select virtual machines and schedule tasks in the second phase. The overall load to be 

executed immediately after the execution of current task is also taken into consideration by this technique. The 

simulated results are compared withthe benchmark scheduling heuristic named as heterogeneous earliest finish 

time (HEFT) and a variation of the proposed technique. The results show that the proposed approach remarkably 

display the performance metrics i.e., minimization in makespan and maximization in average cloud utilization. 

A balanced scheduler with data reuse and replication for scientific workflows in cloud computing systems was 

proposed by Israel Casas et al. in the paper [24]. The authors consider that incrementing number of resources 

does not guarantee execution time reduction and proposed BaRRS algorithm that splits scientific workflows into 

multiple sub-workflows to balance system utilization via parallelization. BaRRS analyzes the key application 

features (e.g., task execution times, dependency patterns and file sizes) of scientific workflows for adapting 

existing data reuse and replication techniques to cloud systems. They conclude that the optimal number of 

virtual machines depends on workflow characteristics. Experiments prove its superior performance compared to 

a state-of-the-art scheduling techniques. 

 

2.5. Reliability-Aware Workflow Scheduling 

Reliability in cloud computing is how consistently a cloud computing system is able to provide its 

services without interruption and failure. Failures are inevitable in such large complex distributed systems. It is 

also well studied that cloud resources experience fluctuations in the delivered performance. These challenges 

make fault tolerance an important criterion in workflow scheduling. Authors in [25] propose an adaptive, just-

in-time scheduling algorithm for scientific workflows. They used resubmission strategy to find another suitable 

process unit to re-execute the task after a fault happened. This algorithm uses both spot and on-demand 

instances to reduce cost and provide fault tolerance. To model the failure characteristics of a cloud environment, 

authors in [26] developed a Monte Carlo Failure Estimation (MCFE) algorithm that considers Weibull 

distributed failures in cloud. Monte Carlo method can correctly model a complex system and give results that 

are near to complex system operations. 
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This approach can also minimize computation time by using divide and merge pattern for 

parallelization. Authors proposed Failure-Aware Resource Scheduling (FARS) algorithm that considers the 

reliability of task execution while assigning tasks in a workflow application to virtual machines. FARS 

Algorithm is an extension of the famous HEFT algorithm. The proposed algorithm is compared with HEFT 

using cloudsim toolkit using makespan as their performance metrics. Results show that FARS algorithm 

performed better than HEFT. Reliability is widely identified as an increasingly relevant issue in heterogeneous 

service-oriented systems because processor failure affects the quality of service to users. Replication-based 

fault-tolerance is a common approach to satisfy application’s reliability requirement. In [27], authors dealt with 

this issue and proposed the heuristic replication for redundancy minimization (HRRM) method, which exhibited 

significant improvement in resource cost reduction and satisfaction of application’s reliability requirement with 

low time complexity. Experimental results on real parallel applications verify that (HRRM) can generate least 

redundancy. 

 

2.6. Energy-Aware Workflow Scheduling 

In this paper [28], authors proposed a new scheduling approach named Pre Ant Policy that consists of a 

prediction model based on fractal mathematics and a scheduler on the basis of an improved ant colony 

algorithm. This efficient prediction model is developed to assist the algorithm that decides to turn on/off hosts. It 

helps to avoid the performance and energy loss, which is triggered by instantaneous peak loads on account of 

scheduling, and the scheduler is responsible for resource scheduling while minimizing energy consumption 

under the premise of guaranteeing the Quality-of-Service (QoS). Experimental results demonstrate that the 

proposed approach exhibits excellent energy efficiency and resource utilization. Traditional research in 

workflow scheduling mainly focuses on the optimization constrained by time or cost without paying attention to 

energy consumption. Through this way, Yassa et al. [29] formalized this problem as a multi-objective 

optimization problem, and solved it using meta-heuristic algorithms of genetic algorithm (GA) and particle 

swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm separately. This approach allows processors to operate in different voltage 

supply levels by sacrificing clock frequencies. A compromise between the quality of schedules and energy is 

involved by this multiple voltage. Simulation results highlight the robust performance of the proposed 

technique.  

 

III. Conclusion  
In recent years, workflow scheduling has evolved to become a critical factor that can significantly 

affect the performance of cloud computing environment. This crucial issue is addressed by many researchers. 

Hence, in this paper we performed a review on existing literature related to this topic. A description and 

discussion of various algorithms is also included and it aims to provide further details and understanding of 

prominent techniques as well as further insight into the field’s future directions. Through extensive literature 

survey, it has been found that there are many algorithms for workflow scheduling, and these algorithms 

somehow differ in scheduling factors and parameters. We discuss these factors in general with their associated 

challenges and issues namely, resources utilization, total execution time, energy efficiency, etc. It has also been 

analysed that workflow scheduling is NP complete problem therefore it is impossible to generate an optimal 

solution within polynomial time and algorithms focus on generating approximate or near-optimal solutions. 

From the literature reviewed, it is clear that a lot of work has already been in the area of workflow scheduling 

but still there are many areas which require further attention. For instance, in QoS challenges, researchers have 

paid less attention on availability and security aspects than others such as makespan. However, consideration of 

aforementioned aspects can further improve the robustness and flexibility of workflow scheduling algorithms. 
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